
 
 
 
This year, during the 2016 edition of Salone del Mobile, LINTELOO will launch a new 
series of furniture designed by internationally renowned design firm Yabu 
Pushelberg, as well as new designs from rising star Sebastian Herkner. Some 
iconic pieces by Jan des Bouvrie, Roderick Vos and Linteloo Lab will also be on 
display, united by the common feel good factor that LINTELOO has come to be 
known for.  
 
Yabu Pushelberg - HEATH & OISEAU collection 
  
Distilled from the spirit of early career influences, redefined by an intentive 
modernism, Yabu Pushelberg’s first collection for LINTELOO is made up of two 
distinct groups; upholstered pieces and turned wood pieces.  The collection as a 
whole references the past with a fresh take on familiar archetypes.  Refined, and 
evolved from their original references, the furniture is sophisticated, with a bespoke 
urban quality.  
  
HEATH, a group of tailored, curvilinear upholstered pieces, includes multiple sofa 
and chair configurations and a pair of amorphous stone-topped coffee tables.  Made 
up of complex curves and directions, the deep seating is precisely molded to 
embrace the body.  Creating a perceived lightness, chairs are set atop turned wood 
legs placed in cardinal directions which extend up the HEATH chair’s sides, effectively 
framing the seat. 
  
In contrast, OISEAU, comprised of wood-frame dining and lounge chairs 
accompanied by solid wood dining tables and coffee tables, represents a more 
rational direction.  With this group, the notion of a formal dining setting is replaced 
by a more casual interpretation.  Inviting, relaxed proportions lend themselves to an 
intimate dining experience, and chairs with webbed upholstered seats afford a 
setting where diners comfortably linger long past the end of a meal.  
  
Simple, honest materials: opaque-stained ash, leather and linen, in an earthy colour 
palette of dark moss, stone and flax enrich the restrained, handcrafted quality of the 
collection. 
 



Sebastian Herkner – Terrace table & Ample armchair 
 
After launching the Mark chair and Mark dining table at the IMM Cologne this year, 
the collaboration between LINTELOO and Sebastian Herkner has expanded. During 
the 2016 edition of Salone del Mobile, LINTELOO will launch a new family of side and 
coffee-tables plus a new armchair designed by Sebastian Herkner. The side and 
coffee-tables are inspired by the arrangement of the countryside and the layout of 
fields: TERRACE. The table tops are made of different handmade ceramic 
plates. Because of the various levels and surfaces, the color will slightly change its 
attitude from each perspective. AMPLE is an upholstered wing-armchair with 
ottoman and has a strong silhouette and character as much it is cosy. The padded 
seat is placed on a wooden structure and the soft cushioning gives you the feeling of 
an intimate place with many possible seating positions. 
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LINTELOO – The feel good factor 
 
In 1994 Jan te Lintelo started a furniture brand that radiates ‘enjoying the good life’ 
in every possible way. Today LINTELOO is a leading furniture brand with 3 
permanent showrooms and about 250 dealers worldwide. The cosmopolitan flair of 
the collection is due to the collaboration with internationally renowned designers. 


